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Jim Woodward’s bookMaking Things Happen is the product of more
than a decade’s thinking about issues in causation and explanation. It
constitutes a model of careful philosophical analysis and I admire his
book greatly. The positions he takes are never left as merely intrigu-
ing suggestions; instead, they are grounded in serious arguments and
examples, in explicit definitions, and in consideration of and replies
to possible counterexamples. He also has gone to great lengths to
provide detailed comparisons with alternative positions. The various
parts form a tightly integrated whole that makes an impressive case
for an interventionist account of causation and explanation. Any
serious effort to address issues in these areas will from now on have
to take into account Woodward’s positions and arguments.

Rather than raising the usual sorts of disagreements with the au-
thor, a mode of philosophical discussion that can be less than pro-
ductive, I want to raise one principal issue and two related but
subsidiary issues that it would be useful to learn more about from the
author. The main issue involves the notoriously slippery relationship
between explanation and understanding. It is usual to maintain that
in scientific contexts understanding comes via explanations. If one
holds this view, then in virtue of having provided us with an account
of scientific explanation Woodward’s book has also provided an ac-
count of scientific understanding. I want to suggest as an alternative
way of reading Woodward’s book that his account of causal explana-
tion can be reinterpreted as giving us an account of understanding
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rather than of explanation. If one does so, then those of us who are
committed actualists about explanation, and who find the emphasis
on non-actual situations in his account of explanation more appro-
priate to understanding than to explanation, can bring to bear
Woodward’s many insights on our own approach, despite the often
deep differences in outlook. In no way am I recommending that read-
ers should perform this kind of reinterpretation of Woodward’s the-
ory, only that if, after having read many persuasive arguments in
favour of his approach, they remain unpersuaded by his emphasis on
explanatory ‘w-questions’, they can still learn much from construing
such questions as a mode of increasing our understanding. I certainly
did, so the first issue concerns how Woodward views the relation-
ships between his theory of scientific causal explanation and the more
general issue of scientific understanding.

Let’s start with one of the key elements of Woodward’s treatment
of causation and explanation, the concept of invariance. Informally,
invariance can most easily be understood in this way: Suppose that
there is a relationship between two variables that is represented by a
functional relationship Y=f(X). If the same functional relationship f
holds under a range of interventions on X, then the relationship is
invariant within that range. The intuition underlying this kind of
dependence is that if we can exploit this invariance to control the ef-
fect, then we have a causal relation. Invariance lies at the heart of
causation and explanation, according to Woodward: ‘‘Invariance un-
der at least one testing intervention (on variables figuring in the gen-
eralisation) is necessary and sufficient for a generalisation to
represent a causal relationship or to figure in explanations’’(p. 250).

Why is it important for the relation to be invariant? The answer
lies in a second core feature – how Woodward views explanations.
These are answers to ‘w-questions’ – answers to questions of the
form ‘What would have happened if things had been different?’. It is
not enough in Woodward’s view to know that a relationship tells us
that when C occurs, E follows, as happens with generalisations such
as ‘All ravens are black’. Sentences of the form ‘All As are Bs’, gener-
alisations that have often been taken to represent the logical form of
laws cannot, unlike the kind of functional forms given in Coulomb’s
Law, provide the information needed to answer w-questions because
they do not tell us what would have happened if the subject in ques-
tion had not been an A. The ravens generalisation provides, accord-
ing to Woodward, a shallow explanation that tells us nothing about
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what would have happened if the bird in question has not been a ra-
ven, whereas the functional form embedded in Coulomb’s law allows
us to answer many questions about what would have happened had
the values of the initial and boundary conditions had been different
(pp. 187 ff.).

An important consequence of the emphasis on w-questions is that
the greater the range of invariance of the relationship that supports
such counterfactuals, the better the explanation. The counterfactuals
that occur in Woodward’s account of explanation thus have a differ-
ent function than do similar counterfactuals in sine qua non analyses
of causation. One of the primary roles of true counterfactuals in
those analyses is to guarantee that the stated cause did indeed play a
role in the effect’s occurrence. Although that motivation is also pres-
ent in Woodward’s account, the ability to answer w-questions goes
well beyond the ability to ensure overdetermining and pre-empting
causes are absent:

According to the DN model, derivational structure matters because it involves the
exhibition of a nomologically sufficient condition for the explanandum phenome-

non or, more broadly, because it involves the exhibition of nomic grounds for
expecting. On the contrasting view I wish to defend, derivational structure is rele-
vant to causal explanation because it is used to show how an explanandum phe-

nomenon would have been different if the conditions cited in an explanans had
been different in various ways (p. 201).

This indicates a major difference in outlook between two ap-
proaches to explanation. Actualist approaches consider explanatory
content to be contained in an account of what actually happened by
way of causation in the system that contains the explanandum event
or process. Actualists do not deny that by exploring the solution
space of a set of equations, for example, one can come to have a dee-
per understanding of the system covered by those equations nor do
they deny that computer simulations, in virtue of making it easy to
alter the form of laws, can provide considerable theoretical under-
standing of how things would have been different had the form of
various laws been different. But the actualist’s core commitment is to
the position that explanations require truth, and that truths about
what could have happened, but did not, are at most relevant to
deciding whether a factor is a cause. These counterfactual truths do
not play a role in the explanation itself. In contrast, for Woodward,
these alternative possibilities are central to the explanatory power of
an invariant generalisation.
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Woodward, of course, has much to say throughout his book
about the role of counterfactual situations in explanation, but I can
perhaps sharpen the issue by considering a specific topic in this
area. An important aspect of Woodward’s position is that interven-
tions, as characterised by his condition ‘IN’ (p. 98) are allowed to
change not just values of variables that occur in regularities but
can change the mechanisms that produce those regularities (p. 109).
Now, although there is an argument, addressed by Woodward, that
we should not alter the mechanism on the grounds that if the
mechanism is broken ‘we may be misled into thinking that there is
no causal relationship between X and Y¢, this is not the reason, in
my view, why we should disallow such mechanism-breaking inter-
ventions. The important objection from the actualist perspective is
that if in the actual case the mechanism played an essential causal
role in bringing about the explanandum, what might happen when
that mechanism is not present is not explanatorily relevant.

Although most of the examples of interventions given by Wood-
ward involve changes only in the values of variables, at one point
(p. 15), he allows that the value of the gravitational force at the
Earth’s surface could be changed by an intervention. This makes
sense, in that we know that by going to a higher altitude, or by
going to another planet, the value of g will change. But although it
may increase our understanding of the general theoretical frame-
work to explore what will happen when the value of g is changed
in non-actual circumstances, what might happen were g to change
does not enter into an explanation of why this block slid down that
inclined plane with the acceleration that it did under the gravita-
tional force that actually applied.

As I understand it, there is a difference for Woodward between
changes to the parameters in a functional relationship that leave
the underlying functional form unchanged and interventions that,
per nomological impossibility, change the form of the relationship
itself. We agree that although it is a law-like relationship that
opposite charges attract, considering what would happen if some
hypothetical intervention occurred so that opposite charges did not
attract one another is to enter a realm of no relevance to an expla-
nation of why these two charges attracted. Here, then, is perhaps
where one part of the boundary between explanation and under-
standing lies. Although it can enhance our scientific understanding
to explore models that violate the laws of our universe, such
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models cannot be used in explanations. A well-known example in-
volves the conditions under which life can emerge in the universe.
The ‘how possibly?’ questions investigated in the neighbourhood of
anthropic principles add to our understanding of how life might
have emerged if the laws had been different, but answers to them
cannot explain life as it arose in our universe.

When considering invariant relationships, it is important, as
Woodward emphasises (p. 348), that laws of nature not be taken as
the standard. Woodward’s ability to explain without appealing to
laws is a significant advantage for his position in that he is not
committed to the kinds of top-down laws of social science that in
some areas of investigation are being replaced with rule-governed
individual based models. However, policies, conventions, and rules
do play an important role in many of the human sciences and, un-
like fundamental laws of physics, social policies and conventions,
they can be changed with relative ease. Despite this difference with
physical laws, it is equally important not to consider as a possible
intervention something that would change a social policy when
providing an explanation. For if an individual is arrested under a
law, if a recession occurs because of a restrictive monetary policy,
or if a woman is stoned to death because of a cultural attitude,
these laws, policies, and customs must be taken as givens – they
were in place when the events occurred and they play a central role
in explaining them. Removing them from the scene by an interven-
tion is as inappropriate as suspending the laws of nature.

We can perhaps see more clearly the ability to explain using pol-
icies by adapting an ingenious argument originally due to Robert
Cummins and artfully deployed by Elliott Sober. Sober’s example
involves a group of children who have to pass a test to demon-
strate that they can read at the third grade level in order to be a
student in a certain classroom. The selection process explains why
all of the students in the room read at the third grade level, but it
does not explain why any individual child reads at that level. Let
us call any such screening policy a filter. A simple physical example
is the use of an abiotic sieve to explain why all the stones in a heap
have a maximum dimension of 1 inch in terms of the heap being
the result of a filtering process with a sieve of mesh 1 inch. We can
use filtering policies to argue that only facts about actual processes
and property instances are required to fully explain the situation
that results from implementing the filter.
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The causal path in these cases looks like X fi F fi Y. X(p)=1
interacts with F to bring about Y(p)=1. Similarly X(p)=0 interacts
with F to bring about Y(p)=0. Although one could introduce a
dummy variable F such that F(w)=1 if the filter is in place and
F(w)=0 otherwise, it is in considering the causal interactions be-
tween the stones and the sieve mesh that we reach an explanation
of why certain stones ended up in the heap and others did not.
Information consisting in the size of various stones arriving at the
sieve and the size of the sieve mesh is sufficient to explain the com-
position of the heap on the other side of the sieve. Knowledge of
what would happen if the filter was not there is irrelevant simply
because it is part of the very idea of a filter that it acts to selec-
tively influence objects that encounter it.

Consider a security screening policy at an airport. Do we need
to know what would happen if the policy were to be changed or
removed entirely in order to explain why no security related events
occurred on flights from that airport? Not if we know the proper-
ties of the individuals subjected to the policy and what interactions
happened at the filter as a result of the policy. There is, of course,
one crucial difference between social policies of this kind and tra-
ditional laws of nature that is relevant. When rational agents are
subject to rules, policies, and strategies, they will generally consider
the range of possibilities open to them in a way that arational
entities cannot, and they will often adapt their behaviour to ex-
ploit the policy and to gain an advantage. Yet this is again some-
thing that is relevant to rational agents’ general understanding of
the system and not to an explanation of the outcomes in a particu-
lar instance.

And so my two subsidiary questions to Jim Woodward are the
following. Can social policies and rules play a similar role in expla-
nations as do the usually more invariant mechanisms of the natural
sciences? Why are actualist explanations in filtering cases of the
above kind not fully adequate as explanations, even though they
are able to answer very few w-questions? I look forward to reading
his replies as much as I enjoyed reading his book.

Corcoran Department of Philosophy
University of Virginia,
Virginia, USA
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By Elliot Sober

This is a wonderful book. There are two main ideas and lots of
interesting secondary themes. The first main idea is a non-reductive
account of causation that is inspired by Pearl (2000) and Spirtes
et al. (2000). The second is an account of causal explanation in
which the idea of invariance is developed to account for what
makes generalisations explanatory and why one explanation is dee-
per than another. With respect to the lesser themes, let me mention
Woodward’s discussion of directed graphs, his critique of Lewis’s
counterfactual theory of causation and of the Mill/Ramsey/Lewis
theory of law. There also is valuable discussion of the theories of
explanation with which Woodward disagrees. Woodward is right to
bemoan the fact that philosophical work on causation has become
so ‘Balkanised’. There are metaphysicians who think about count-
erfactual accounts and philosophers of science who think about
probabilistic accounts, structural equations, and directed graphs.
These two groups should be learning from each other, but there
isn’t enough of that going on. In addition, economists and other
scientists have developed a variety of ideas about causation that
have considerable philosophical interest. Woodward’s book per-
forms the valuable service of showing how these ideas are related.
Furthermore, it isn’t just philosophers working on causation and
explanation who ought to read this book. Philosophers who use
these notions in their own work – philosophers of mind and philos-
ophers of biology, for example – have much to learn from him.

Woodward provides a manipulationist theory of causation. He
is entirely right in thinking that this approach can and should be
stripped of its anthropomorphic associations. Intervention is the
key idea, and can be expressed as follows:

ð�Þ X causes Y if and only if there is a possible

intervention on X that would be

associated with a change in Y

(or with a change inthe probability of YÞ:

Intervention is a causal notion: an intervention on the variable X
causes X to take on a particular value. In addition, if I is an inter-
vention on X with respect to Y, then, if I affects Y, it does so only
via its influence on X (p. 98); there is no other causal pathway
from I to Y. There are additional causal conditions that define
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what an intervention is. Interventions, as Woodward defines them,
have to be very delicate (p. 130). An intervention on X sets the
state of X without simultaneously altering lots of other stuff. Thus,
you have to know a lot about the causal situation to know whether
or not something counts as an intervention on X with respect to Y.
And so you must have lots of other causal knowledge to figure out
whether X causes Y. Since the right-hand side of (*) uses causal
concepts, the account is not reductive. However, as Woodward
notes, it is not circular.

Woodward discusses the distinction between causal generalisa-
tions that describe types of events and singular causal statements
that describe token events. Consider, for example, the following
two statements:

ðtypeÞ Short circuits cause electrical fires:

(token)This short circuit caused this electrical fire:

For Woodward, the type-level claim is true because if oxygen were
present in a system, intervening on whether there is a short circuit
would be associated with a change in whether there is a fire (or a
change in the probability of a fire). The type-level claim could be
true even if short circuits never occur and neither do electrical fires.
The token-level claim is different. There has to be a short circuit
and a fire. Moreover, the claim won’t be true unless oxygen is actu-
ally present. If it is not, there is no counterfactual dependence.
Woodward denies that these differences between the two statements
show that there are two concepts of cause. His view is that the
type-level claim describes a possible cause of fires, while the token-
level claim describes an actual cause of a fire, with ‘cause’ under-
stood univocally (p. 76).

I once defended the idea that type-level and token-level claims in-
volve different concepts of cause (Eells and Sober 1983; Sober 1985).
I did so because I was thinking of the type-level claim from the point
of view of a probabilistic theory of causation, and it seemed to me
that token events are sometimes related causally even though the
probabilistic requirement is not satisfied. The basic idea of a probabi-
listic theory is that a positive (negative) causal factor must raise (low-
er) the probability of its effect when other facts about the situation
are ‘held fixed’. (The point of this last requirement is to distinguish
cause from mere correlation.) I was struck by cases in which a token
event C doesn’t raise (or even change) the probability of E, but E still
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traces back to C. For example, consider a randomly mating popula-
tion in which the parental generation has two alleles (A and a) at a
given locus, each with a frequency of 0.5. This means that there is a
prior probability of 0.5 that an individual in the offspring generation
will be an Aa heterozygote. Now consider one of these heterozygote
offspring, O, and suppose that both of O’s parents were themselves
heterozygotes. Then the posterior probability that O will be Aa is
also 0.5. That is, Pr(O is Aa) = Pr(O is Aa | O’s parents are both
Aa) = 0.5. So the parents’ genotype didn’t change the probability
that the offspring would be Aa. It therefore appears that the geno-
type of the parental pair isn’t a type-level cause of the offspring geno-
type. But still, the offspring’s genotype traces back to the genotypes
of the two parents, so this seems to be case in which there is token-
causation without type-causation.

After reading Woodward’s book, I find this example and others
of its ilk much less persuasive. Woodward emphasises, as does
Hitchcock (1993), that multiple comparisons of probabilities need
to be made. In the present example, Pr(O is Aa | O’s parents are
both Aa) = Pr(O is Aa | O’s parents are not both Aa) = 0.5. So if
we consider just two states of the parental pair – both parents are
heterozygotes versus the condition that at least one of them is not –
it appears that the parents make no difference. However, other,
more fine-grained, comparisons also are possible. For example, if
both parents were AA, or both were aa, the probability of O’s
being a heterozygote would be zero. So there is a counterfactual
dependence between parental and offspring genotype in the sense
that there are some changes in the parental genotype that would be
associated with a change in the probability of the offspring’s geno-
type. This is a point that can be accommodated within a probabi-
listic theory of causation if the theory is not restricted to
comparisons of ‘C occurs’ and ‘C does not occur’. Woodward’s
manipulationist account handles this case with ease.

Although Woodward wants to offer a unified account of type-
and token-level causal claims, he still maintains that there is a dif-
ference between the two. This comes up in his discussion of Lewis’s
theory of singular causal claims (pp. 213–214, 373). Lewis holds
that ‘Harry’s smoking caused Harry’s cancer’ has two subjunctive
implications. (1) If Harry had not smoked, he would not have got
cancer, and (2) if Harry were to smoke, he would get cancer.
Woodward accepts the first of these, but not the second. For
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Woodward, token causes are necessary in the circumstances for
their token effects, but they need not be sufficient. He rejects the
requirement of sufficiency because he recognises that causation can
occur in situations that are irreducibly chancy. I agree with Wood-
ward about this, but it seems to me that the same considerations
should lead him to reject the requirement of necessity. My sugges-
tion is to bring Woodward’s accounts of type- and token-level cau-
sal claims closer together by abandoning the claim that token
causes are necessary in the circumstances for their token effects. If
Harry hadn’t smoked, the cancer could still have arisen, by chance.

Invariance is the key idea in Woodward’s account of explana-
tion; and some of the ingredients are already present in his account
of causation. To see why, let’s examine how (*) handles associa-
tions between events that are due to their having a common cause.
Consider the much-cited barometer whose readings on one day are
correlated with the occurrence of storms on the next. The correla-
tion is due to the fact that barometric pressure causes both. There
are two generalisations that describe this system, but only one of
them is causal. Suppose that ‘low barometer reading on day i iff
storm on day i + 1’ is true, and that ‘low barometric pressure on
day i iff storm on day i + 1’ is too. The difference between these
generalisations is revealed by intervention. If we intervene on the
barometer, the barometer/storm generalisation changes from true
to false. But if we intervene on the barometric pressure, the pres-
sure/storm generalisation stays true. The causal generalisation is
invariant (it stays true) under interventions, but the generalisation
that relates the two effects of a common cause is not. A generalisa-
tion must be invariant under some interventions if it is to be cau-
sal. Woodward declines to address the question of whether all
explanations of singular occurrences must be causal, but says that
his account of explanation will be limited to causal explanation
(p. 189). Given this, the idea that a generalisation must be invari-
ant under some interventions if it is to be explanatory simply fol-
lows from his account of causation.

Woodward has more to say about invariance and this is where
his views on explanation go beyond what he says about causation.
For example, he argues that greater invariance is a source of great-
er explanatory depth. The rough idea is that explanations answer
‘what if things had been different?’ questions and that explanations
are better the greater the range of such questions that they
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correctly answer. Woodward discusses an idea from the econome-
trician Tygre Haavelmo (1944), who contrasts two generalisations
about the performance of a car (p. 258). Suppose the car is tested
on a highway that is flat and straight. From repeated trials, you
can identify a functional relationship between pressure on the gas
pedal and the car’s top speed. The second generalisation involves a
more complex engineering analysis of the car’s components, includ-
ing the gas pedal but also various other components, as well as the
effect of the highway surface.

Top speed ¼ f(pressure on the gas pedal)

Top speed ¼ g(pressure on gas pedal, properties of other

car components, properties of the highway surface)

Haavelmo says that the second, more complex model, has greater
‘autonomy’. In Woodward’s terminology, it is more invariant. The
first model ceases to be true if you take the car to a new highway
or instal a new type of spark plug. The second model remains true
under those changes. Woodward emphasises that the changes con-
sidered here are not restricted to interventions on the input variable
that the models share. The first model, he says, does not mention
the highway surface or the kind of spark plug. However, if this
model is not taken to be restricted to a certain type of highway
surface, it presumably ranges over all such surfaces, and therefore
is false. In any event, Woodward separately argues that a general-
isation need not be true to be invariant and explanatory (p. 304).
For example, if two models are both false because both involve
idealisations, but both are good approximations in some appropri-
ate sense, both can be explanatory, and the one that is more invari-
ant will be the deeper explanation. In this case, what is invariant is
that the model remains a good approximation under various inter-
ventions and changes.

Woodward provides several persuasive examples in which degree
of invariance seems to track degree of explanatory depth (pp. 260–
261). Van der Waals’ force law is deeper and more invariant than
the ideal gas law. Van der Waals’ law holds in any circumstance
that the ideal gas law holds, but not conversely. Similar relation-
ships obtain between general relativity and Newtonian gravitational
theory and between Newtonian gravitational theory and Galileo’s
law of free fall. Despite these examples, I am sceptical that greater
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invariance is a source of greater explanatory depth. A different
type of example illustrates why.

Consider two quantitative variables, each of which causally
influences the state of another. For example, how tall a corn plant
of given genotype grows is influenced by the amount of water and
the amount of fertiliser it receives. We might study the influence of
these two factors by cloning the plant and putting the clones in a
variety of different treatments, each characterised by a given
amount of water and a given quantity of fertiliser. At the end of
some period of time, say sixty days, we measure the plants and cal-
culate the average height in each treatment group. I want to con-
sider two models, each of which tells part of the story. The water
model says height = f(water) + E and the fertiliser model says
height = g(fertiliser) + E. Since each model fails to describe at
least one causally relevant variable, each includes an error term E.
Now suppose that the water model correctly describes the fact that
water has a big effect on height, while the fertiliser model correctly
describes the fact that fertiliser has a very modest effect on height.
This comparison is made by considering the effect on height of a
standard deviation’s change in water with the effect of height of a
standard deviation’s change in fertiliser.

Let’s suppose that our study is carried out with all plants experi-
encing the same range of temperature. Call this domain D. Suppose
that water has a large effect on height and that fertiliser has a small
effect, not just in the domain D, but in lots of other temperature
ranges as well. You can visualise this by imagining, for each temper-
ature domain, one regression line that represents the effect of water
on height and another that represents the effect of fertiliser on
height. In each domain, the line for water has a steep positive slope,
while the line for fertiliser has a very modest positive slope. But now
let me add a further detail. Suppose the fertiliser lines for different
domains always have exactly the same modest slope, but the water
line’s slope changes a bit from domain to domain. It is always steep,
but sometimes it is steeper than others. Woodward’s idea about
invariance seems to entail that the fertiliser model for the population
in domain D is deeper than the water model because the fertiliser
model is more invariant. This doesn’t sound right to me. I feel confi-
dent in saying that the water model is the better explanation, be-
cause it describes the cause that has the stronger effect. Whether it is
deeper I do not know. But it seems clear to me that it isn’t less deep.
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In the favourable examples that Woodward describes in support
of his claim that invariance is a source of explanatory depth, the
deeper generalisation explains why the shallower generalisation is
true or approximately true in the circumstances in which this is so.
Perhaps this is what makes for greater explanatory depth in these
examples. But the idea that one generalisation explains another is
not easily captured by a theory of causal explanation in which the
focus is on explanations of singular occurrences. Woodward is
right that there is something good about generalisations that re-
main true or approximately true across a range of circumstances.
We often want our tools to be robust, not fragile. But whether this
virtue of a generalisation is what makes an explanation deep, when
the generalisation is applied to a specific example, is another
matter, and it is here that I am sceptical.

Another element in Woodward’s account of explanation is the
thesis, also defended by Garfinkel (1981) and Putnam (1975) as the
basis for their argument against reductionism, that a macro-event
at t2 is explained by macro-information about the system at t1, not
by micro-information about t1 (231–233), if the macro-state at t1
can be realised by multiple micro-states. Woodward illustrates his
point by describing a chamber that contains a mole of a gas; its
pressure declines from the value P to P¢ when the volume is in-
creased while the temperature is held constant. Why does the pres-
sure change in this way? A macro-story might cite the values of the
macro-properties just mentioned and the ideal gas law. A micro-
story might describe the positions and momenta of the 6�1023 mol-
ecules and how each impacts the walls of the container. Woodward
says that the micro-story ‘would fail to provide the explanation for
the macroscopic behaviour of the gas’ because even if the molecules
had a different set of positions and momenta (consistent with the
container’s temperature, pressure, and volume at t1), the pressure
still would have gone to P¢ at t2 (except if the positions and
momenta had fallen in a set of measure zero).

I see three problems here. First, it is not correct that the sys-
tem’s micro-state made no difference; there exist changes in micro-
state that would have prevented the pressure change, just as there
are changes in macro-state that would have done so. The macro-
facts at t1 screen off the micro-facts at t1 from the macro-state at
t2 (except for the set of measure zero), but why does that show
that the micro-facts are not explanatory? Second, the requirement
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that the explanans contain only information that is necessary for
the explanandum leads to highly uninformative disjunctive explana-
tions. Why did Moriarty die? Holmes’ shooting him is not the
explanation, according to Woodward; rather, the explanation is
simply that a certain disjunction is true, where each disjunct de-
scribes a possible cause of Moriarty’s death and says that it oc-
curred. Third, the claim that explanatory factors are necessary for
their effects can clash with Woodward’s other thesis that generali-
sations provide deeper explanations the more invariant they are.
For example, what should we say if the theory of ideal gases is
less invariant than the theory about the individual molecules? Is
the micro-story better because it is more invariant or worse be-
cause it cites factors that aren’t necessary for the macro-effect? In
discussing Friedman (1974) and Kitcher’s (1989) unificationist ac-
count of explanation, Woodward criticises their winner-take-all ap-
proach, according to which there is just one story that counts as
the explanation of a given occurrence (p. 367); Woodward prefers
a greater pluralism, one that grants that different stories can all be
explanations. In this light, it is odd that he says, of the micro--
account of the change in pressure, that it is not an explanation.
Shouldn’t the pluralist recognise that generality and detail are
both explanatory virtues, that they conflict, and that the trade-off
we regard as optimal for a particular explanatory problem is sim-
ply a function of our interests (Jackson and Pettit 1992; Sober
1999)?

(I extend my thanks to Daniel Hausman and Jim Woodward for
helpful comments on previous drafts of this review.)
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Author’s response

By James Woodward

I am very grateful to both Paul Humphreys and Elliott Sober for
their generous, thoughtful, and constructive discussions of MTH.
They raise a large number of interesting questions and problems.
For reasons of space, I am able to focus on only a few of these in
what follows.

1.

As Humphreys observes, my account of explanation assigns a cen-
tral role to counterfactual information about how the explanandum
phenomenon would have been different if the conditions cited in its
explanans had been different in various ways. In contrast, Humph-
reys urges that counterfactual information is relevant to under-
standing, but not to explanation. Instead, Humphreys favours an
‘actualist’ account of explanation, according to which ‘‘explanatory
content [is] contained in an account of what happened by way of
causation in the system that contains the explanandum event or
process’’ and ‘‘counterfactual truths do not play a role in the expla-
nation itself’’. One of the examples that he uses to motivate these
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claims involves the use of an abiotic sieve ‘‘to explain why all the
stones in a heap have a maximum dimension of one inch in terms
of the heap being the result of a filtering process with a sieve of
mesh one inch’’. Humphreys contends that:

Information consisting in the size of various stones arriving at the sieve and the
size of the sieve mesh is sufficient to explain the composition of the heap on the
other side of the sieve. Knowledge of what would happen if the filter was not

there is irrelevant simply because it is part of the very idea of a filter that it acts
to selectively influence objects that encounter it.

Humphreys’ actualist approach to explanation reflects a funda-
mental split between, on the one hand, those (e.g. Salmon 1984;
Dowe 2000) who think that explanation (and perhaps causation as
well) has to do just with what actually happens and those, like me,
who think that causal and explanatory claims must be understood
(at least in part) in terms of the counterfactual commitments that
they carry. I cannot possibly settle this deep issue in the space
allotted here. Instead I shall confine myself to reminding the reader
of some of the considerations that led me in MTH to favour the
counterfactualist approach.

First, consider Humphreys’s sieve example. On my view, in
describing this device as a sieve or filter that successfully sorts
objects according to whether or not they fit through the mesh,
we commit ourselves to a number of counterfactuals about what
would happen if, contrary to actual fact, the sieve were removed
or its dimensions or various other characteristics were changed.
Moreover, these counterfactuals seem highly relevant to the
explanation of how (and even if) the sieve works. To take the
simplest possibility, suppose we were to remove the sieve entirely
from any contact with the stones (we dump them directly on the
ground). If, under these conditions, we still find ourselves with a
pile of stones all of which are less than one inch in dimension,
we would be justified in concluding that whatever the explana-
tion for the sizes of the stones in the pile, it did not have to do
with the action of the sieve. Similarly if the sieve works ‘as
advertised’, it is crucial to the explanation of its sorting ability
that the mesh be not only of the appropriate dimension but that
it also be relatively rigid. Suppose that if stones that are two in-
ches or more in dimension were introduced into the one-inch
mesh, they would readily pass through (because the mesh is
highly flexible and elastic or tears easily). Then it is not just the
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fact that the mesh has one-inch dimensions that is explanatorily
relevant to which stones get through. In general, then, to say
that it is the action of the sieve that explains the size of the
stones in the pile is to commit oneself to a set of counterfactual
claims about what the sizes of stones in the pile would be if the
characteristics of the sieve were to be varied or if it were to be
removed.

This example, as well as a number of others discussed in MTH,
illustrate a more general motivation for adopting a counterfactual ra-
ther than a purely ‘actualist’ account of explanation: any acceptable
theory of causal explanation needs an account of causal and explana-
tory relevance. Moreover, it seems uncontroversial that relevance in
this sense is a notion that has to do with explanation, rather than
with some broader category of understanding. I claim that appealing
to counterfactuals provides a natural and straightforward way of
providing such an account. In simple structures of the sort presently
under consideration,1 X is explanatorily relevant to Y if and only if
the value of Y would change under some interventions that change
the value of X. We spell out how in detail X is causally or explanato-
rily relevant to Y by spelling out in detail how the value of Y would
be different under different values of X. Thus, in Salmon’s well-
known example, the ingestion of birth control pills by the male
Mr Jones is causally and explanatorily irrelevant to his subsequent
failure to get pregnant, precisely because there are no changes in
whether Jones takes birth control pills that will change whether he
becomes pregnant. In contrast, it is hard to see how to capture the
notion of relevance in purely actualist terms, without appeal to coun-
terfactuals. We cannot do this by appealing to facts about spatio-
temporally continuous processes and conserved quantities, for
reasons described in MTH, pp. 350 ff. Nor can we do this by appeal-
ing to facts about conditional probabilities (MTH, p. 357). Of
course, it is possible that there is some alternative way of capturing
the notion of relevance while remaining within the confines of an ac-
tualist account, but until we are presented with such an alternative, I
think that it is reasonable to take counterfactual information to be
relevant to explanation (and not just understanding) in the way de-
scribed inMTH.

In related remarks, Humphreys resists my suggestion that it is
relevant to consider what would happen if mechanisms connecting
causes and effects were to change, in characterising the notion of
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an intervention and hence in the characterisation of casual and
explanatory claims. He writes that we should ‘‘disallow mechanism
changing interventions’’ and that:

the important objection from the actualist perspective is that if in the actual case
the mechanism played an essential causal role in bringing about the explanandum,

what might happen when that mechanism is not present is not explanatorily rele-
vant.

In thinking about the idea of a mechanism changing interven-
tion, it is useful to distinguish several different possibilities. First,
there are cases in which by intervening on some variable X, we
break or disrupt the relationship between X and its previous cau-
ses, putting X entirely under the control of the intervention. Here
what is changed or disrupted is the mechanism in which X figures
as a dependent variable. Among the motivations for allowing this
sort of possibility are (a) that it provides a natural way of model-
ling many real-life experimental manipulations; and (b) that inter-
ventions that do this are particularly normatively desirable since
putting X entirely under the control of the intervention eliminates
the possibility of certain kinds of confounding (cf. MTH, pp. 95 ff.)

As an illustration of both points, consider first a situation in
which people in population P decide voluntarily on the basis of un-
known causes whether or not to take a drug. Differences in the rate
of recovery from some disease among drug takers and non-drug
takers might reflect the efficacy of the drug but they might also be
entirely due to other differences among these two subpopulations –
perhaps having a stronger immune system (measured by S) causes
one to be more likely to (D) take the drug and S also causes the
differential rates of recovery (R). As explained in MTH, if we con-
duct a randomised trial in which subjects are randomly assigned ei-
ther to a group that receives the drug or to a group that does not
and if we then compare rates of recovery across the two groups, we
effectively rule out the possibility of this sort of confounding. One
way to think of the randomisation is that it destroys the previously
existing causal relationship (breaks the mechanism) between S and
whether one takes the drug, putting who gets the drug entirely un-
der the control of the randomisation process. At least in this sort
of case, in contrast to Humphreys’ claim in the passage quoted
above, it is highly relevant to the explanation of recovery to con-
sider what would happen to the recovery rate under conditions in
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which the previously existing mechanism linking S to whether one
takes the drug is changed or disrupted.

Suppose that we are interested in the causal or explanatory rela-
tionship (if any) between X and Y. Is it ever appropriate to con-
sider interventions on X that change or disrupt the mechanism
linking X to Y? (Note that here, unlike the previous case, our focus
is on changing the mechanism in which X, the variable intervened
on, is an independent variable.) In exploring this question, we need
to recognise a point that is discussed in more detail in MTH,
Chapter 3: the notion of changing or disrupting a mechanism al-
ways must be understood as relative to a particular characterisation
of the mechanism and the generalisation governing it. What looks
like changing a mechanism described by one generalisation can
always be re-described as instantiating a new set of values for some
more general mechanism, described by some broader generalisa-
tion, with the latter being unchanged. Suppose that we have a
spring that conforms to Hooke’s law (H) F=)kX within a certain
range of extensions but that we stretch it to a length x* at which
the restoring force is no longer linear, although not so much as to
break the spring. In doing so, have we changed or disrupted the
mechanism linking F to X? If that mechanism is just what is de-
scribed by (H), then it is changed. If instead we describe the mech-
anism between F and X by some more general and complex
function F=G(X), which captures both the range of values of X for
which the relationship between F and X is linear and the non-linear
relationship between F and X that holds for other values of X, then
that mechanism and the generalisation F=G(X) is not changed by
extending the spring to X=x*. A similar point holds even if extend
the spring so far that it breaks. For this reason, among others, I
would resist Humphreys’ suggestion that there is a fundamental
distinction between interventions that change mechanisms and
those that do not and that what happens under the former inter-
ventions are irrelevant to successful explanation, although possibly
relevant to understanding.

One potential source of confusion here concerns the notion of
‘changing’ not just mechanisms like the one described by (H) but
(more radically) laws of nature. It is standard practice in philosophy –
a practice that I criticise in MTH – to describe both generalisations
like Maxwell’s equations or the field equations of General Relativity
and low-level local generalisations like Galileo’s law of freely falling
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bodies or Hooke’s law conceived as describing a particular kind of
spring as ‘laws’. I agree with Humphreys when he writes that ‘‘if it
is a lawlike relationship that opposite charges attract, considering
what would happen if some hypothetical intervention occurred so
that opposite charges do not attract is to enter a realm of no rele-
vance to the explanation of why these two charges attracted’’. But
the reason why this is irrelevant, on my view, is that as best we
know there is no intervention that will change the actual situation in
which opposite charges attract to a situation in which opposite
charges do not attract. It is not just that we lack the technological
power to do this; rather, the laws of electromagnetism say there is
no possibility of doing this and they certainly have nothing to say
about what would happen if such a possibility were somehow to be
realised. When I say in MTH that good explanations should pro-
vide counterfactual information about what would happen to their
explananda under interventions that change the values of the vari-
ables in their explanans, I mean information about what would real-
ly in fact happen, as an empirical matter (where this information
might be provided by physics or some other relevant science or by
experimental manipulation), under such interventions. We either
already know, or often at least can find out experimentally, what
would happen under interventions that change the mesh of a sieve
or the extension of a spring. There is thus, from my point of view, a
principled reason why the latter sort of ‘what if’ information is
explanatorily relevant while the ‘what if’ question posed by Humph-
reys in the electromagnetism case is not.

Humphreys also links his remarks about the explanatory irrele-
vance of mechanism-changing interventions to a set of claims about
the explanatory power of appeals to norms, rules, and conventions
in connection with social phenomena. He is impressed by the
explanatory credentials of such appeals and also holds that in cir-
cumstances in which such norms, etc., are in place, information
about what would have happened if they had not been in place is
explanatorily irrelevant. He writes:

[P]olicies, conventions, and rules do play an important role in many of the hu-
man sciences and, unlike fundamental laws of physics, social policies and con-

ventions, they can be changed with relative ease. Despite this difference with
physical laws, it is equally important not to consider as a possible intervention
something that would change a social policy when providing an explanation. For

if an individual is arrested under a law, if a recession occurs because of a restric-
tive monetary policy, or if a woman is stoned to death because of a cultural
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attitude, these laws, policies, and customs must be taken as givens – they were
in place when the events occurred and they play a central role in explaining

them. Removing them from the scene by an intervention is as inappropriate as
suspending the laws of nature.

While I do not claim that appeals to norms are always explana-
torily empty, I hold, in contrast to Humphreys, that such appeals,
when unaccompanied by information about the conditions under
which the rules in question (and the behaviour they govern) would
have been different, are explanatorily shallow. To provide any very
satisfying explanation of the sorts of social phenomena Humphreys
describes, it is not enough just to exhibit them as instances of
generally observed rules, precisely because doing this fails to pro-
vide relevant ‘what-if-things-had-been-different’ information and
because such rules tend to be relatively non-invariant. I think this
assessment conforms to the judgments of many methodologically
sophisticated social scientists and that it is a virtue, rather than a
defect, in my account of explanation, that it reflects this. Within
contemporary social science, a common way of providing such
‘what-if-things-had-been-different’ information involves the exhibi-
tion of social phenomena and the rules of which they are instances
as equilibria in some underlying game. When explanatory, an ac-
count of this sort will also give us information about the conditions
under which there would be different equilibria (different rules) –
thus satisfying my ‘what-if-things-had-been-different’ condition.
More specifically, accounts of this sort will provide a variety of dif-
ferent kinds of explanatorily relevant information. They both show
us what the individual preferences and beliefs of the actors are,
and, given the strategic structure of the situation they face and the
pay-offs associated with different courses of action, how this leads
to some observed bit of behaviour (which may or may not conform
to some generally accepted rule) and how if those beliefs, or prefer-
ences, or the strategic structure of the game and the pay-offs asso-
ciated with it were to change in various ways, this behaviour/rule
would change.

To take a simple example, it seems to me that it is not a very
satisfying explanation of why people drive on the left hand side
of the road in England simply to say that there is a rule, L, to
this effect and people follow it. We get more insight into people’s
behaviour if we see them instead as involved in something close
to a pure co-ordination game. Assume that the players are (to a
good approximation) initially (that is, prior to the adoption of
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any convention) indifferent about which side of the road they
drive on but recognise that it is very much in their interest to
drive on the same side as everyone else. Once a convention about
driving on the left is established, no one has an incentive to devi-
ate from this choice and so this equilibrium is sustained – it is a
Nash equilibrium. If instead driving on the right had been estab-
lished as a convention, a similar analysis would show why that
would be sustained as a co-ordination equilibrium. This analysis
relies at a number of points on information about what would
happen if the left-hand-side rule were violated – in describing
what would happen if an individual driver were to unilaterally
deviate from the rule and in describing what would happen if a
right-hand-driving rule had been initially established. Indeed the
whole notion of a Nash equilibrium – the central solution concept
in both competitive and non-competitive games – appeals to such
counterfactual information, since it has to do with what the pay-
off to each agent would be if that agent were to unilaterally
adopt some alternative strategy, given the strategies chosen by the
other players. Note also that, among other things, simply saying
that the drivers follow the rule, L, leaves it open whether they do
so because they have some intrinsic preference for the left-hand
side of the road or for some other reason. The analysis described
above addresses this issue, among others.

As this example illustrates, in order to explain why people fol-
low the rules (or exhibit the behaviour) they do in one set of cir-
cumstances, it is highly relevant to consider the (different) rules
they would follow (or the different behaviour they would exhibit)
in other circumstances. Among other things, social norms and rules
are often pretty unstable – people vary in the extent to which they
conform to them even when the rules are in some sense ‘‘in effect’’
and the norms themselves often change in response to changes in
other factors. Grasping such larger patterns of dependence can be
highly relevant to explaining why some particular rule is obeyed in
a particular case.2

2.

Turning now to Elliott Sober’s remarks, I want to focus on two as-
pects of his discussion: the connection between invariance and
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explanatory depth and his remarks about explanation by macro-
theories.

Suppose that both fertiliser and water affect plant height but
that fertiliser has a modest but constant effect on height across a
range of different circumstances while water has a larger but less
stable effect on height across different circumstances. Sober worries
that it follows from my view that a model of plant height that in-
cludes only fertiliser provides a deeper explanation of plant height
(because the fertiliser/height relationship is more stable or invari-
ant) than a model that appeals only to water. In contrast, Sober
judges ‘‘the water model is the better explanation because it de-
scribes the cause that has the stronger effect’’. Although I have res-
ervations (see below) about Sober’s use of this example, I fully
agree with the more general point behind these remarks. As I
explicitly say in MTH, both ‘explanatory depth’ and ‘degree of
invariance’ are ‘‘complicated and multidimensional notions’’
(p. 265). In saying that greater invariance was a source of explana-
tory depth, I did not mean to imply that this was the only consider-
ation relevant to assessing the depth or goodness of an
explanation, or that it always outweighed in importance every
other consideration.

This having been said, I also must add that I have reservations
about the notion of ‘causal strength’ as it figures in Sober’s exam-
ple and his use of this notion to motivate the claim that the water
model provides a ‘better explanation’ than the fertiliser model. The
central problem is that the conclusion that the effect of water on
plant height is ‘larger’ than the effect of ‘fertiliser’ (or that water is
the ‘stronger’ cause) requires that we have some principled com-
mon basis on which to compare the per-unit change in height
associated with each of these variables and it is hard to see how to
choose this basis in a non-arbitrary way. Suppose that when both
water and fertiliser are measured in grams, regressing height on
water yields a larger coefficient than regressing height on fertiliser.
If we instead measured water in kilograms and fertiliser in micro-
grams this relationship might well be reversed. In other words,
assuming that fertiliser is measured in so-called non-standardised
units (that is units like grams rather than units that are normalised
to the standard deviation of the fertiliser variable – see below),
whether regressing height against fertiliser yields a linear relation-
ship with a very modest slope or a steep one will depend on the
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units in which fertiliser is measured. Similarly for water. This
problem becomes, if anything, even more acute in the common
case in which the variables whose importance is to be compared
cannot be measured in the same unit. Suppose one regresses a sub-
ject’s income I measured in dollars on father’s income F and a
subject’s years of schooling E, measured in dollars. How do we go
about comparing the size of the effects of these two variables on I?
For these reasons, steepness of slope of the regression line as mea-
sured in non-standardised units looks like a non-starter as a mea-
sure of how well one variable explains another, or of ‘causal
strength’.

A common strategy in the causal modelling literature for dealing
with this difficulty is to use standardised variables – that is, to
make the comparison in standard deviation units for each variable.
The assumption is that this provides the needed ‘common currency’
for meaningful comparisons of effect size. However, it is well
known that this strategy has its own difficulties – in particular, it
has the consequence that the ‘strength’ of a cause or the ‘size’ of an
effect attributable to a cause depends on the actual range of varia-
tion in the variables being measured. Interestingly, considerations
of invariance can be used to show the limitations of this strategy –
thus further illustrating the utility of this notion in explanatory
assessment. Suppose that there is a fixed relationship between
height, water, and fertiliser, as reflected in the regression coeffi-
cients in the regression equation relating these variables with non-
standardised units. If we switch to standardised units and measure
the size of effects (or the strength of causes) by comparing the
regression coefficients with these standardised variables, then whe-
ther water is a stronger cause of height than fertiliser will depend
on whether the population we are looking at is one in which there
is a great deal of variation in the amount of water that individual
plants receive and little variation in the amount of fertiliser, or
vice-versa. Now in one sense this consequence seems unproblematic –
as long as we take the explanatory task to be that of explaining the
variation in Y in a particular population and as long as we are
clear that by causal strength all that we mean is something like
how much of the actual variation in Y is attributable to the actual
variation in X.

In other respects, however, this way of measuring causal
strength (and even more so explanatory goodness) seems poten-
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tially misleading – exactly because it is population specific in the
way described. Measured in this way, the causal strength with
which water and fertiliser affect height is not, so to speak, an
intrinsic feature of the causal relationships between these variables,
which is stable across different populations. Instead it depends on
accidental and extrinsic facts having to do with the distribution the
values of these variables happen to take in different populations,
even though the underlying causal relationships, as reflected in the
non-standardised regression equation, are exactly the same across
different populations. It is in part considerations of just this sort
that lead many researchers to object to other well-known popula-
tion-specific measures of ‘explanatory power’ such as r2 or to the
use of heritability coefficients to measure the strength of genetic
relationships. The intuition underlying such objections can be
viewed as an intuition about the role of invariance in explanatory
assessment: measures of explanatory strength like r2 or the com-
parative size of standardised regression coefficients are not invari-
ant across changes in populations, changes in the variance of the
independent variables, etc.; and a proper measure of explanatory
power should be so invariant. Viewed in this way, it is not at all
surprising that an approach like mine that links explanatory depth
and invariance, and measures of explanatory goodness in terms of
standardised regression coefficients should lead to conflicting
results.

Let me conclude by emphasising again that I do not object to
the use of standardised regression coefficients and measures like r2

to assess ‘explanatory goodness’ in one sense of that notion, as
long as we are clear about just what it is that we are measuring
and as long as we are clear about the limitations of such measures.
Sober is quite right to claim that there are notions of (or dimen-
sions of) explanatory goodness (including whatever is measured by
r2) that are independent of my notion of invariance.

Sober is also sceptical of some of my claims about the role of
macro-properties in explanation. Suppose that a mole of gas is con-
fined to a container of volume V1 and exerts pressure P1 at time t1.
The gas is then allowed to expand isothermally to a new equilib-
rium state at which its volume is V2 and its pressure is P2 at time
t2. We want to explain why the new pressure is P2. Consider first
the following strategy for doing this: We establish the
exact position and momentum of each of the 6�1023 molecules
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comprising the gas (call this S1) and then derive the position and
momentum of each molecule (call this S2) at the new equilibrium
state, using the laws of Newtonian mechanics and the force laws
governing each of the molecular collisions leading to S2. We then
note that S2 is sufficient for the new pressure P2. Call this the mi-
cro-explanation for P2. Of course it is completely impossible to
actually construct such a micro-explanation but I claimed in MTH
that, even if one could, ‘‘there are important respects in which it
would fail to provide the explanation of the macroscopic behaviour
of the gas we are looking for’’. My reasoning did not appeal to any
general preference for macro-explanations over micro-explanations
when macro-states can be multiply realised, but rather to the
‘what-if-things-had-been-different’ conception of explanation. When
we ask for an explanation of the new pressure P2, we are interested
not just in exhibiting a nomologically sufficient condition for this
explanandum but also a specification under which this explanan-
dum would have been different. As described, the micro-explana-
tion fails to provide this information. In particular, it fails to tell us
under what changes in the initial micro-state of the gas, the final
pressure would have been the same as P2 and under what changes
in the initial micro-state the final pressure would have been differ-
ent. By contrast, a derivation of the value of P2 using the ideal gas
law, and the initial volume, temperature, and pressure does provide
this information: it shows us how, if these macro-scopic variables
had been different, a different pressure P2

* „ P2 would have
resulted.

I did not clam in MTH that no micro-account could provide this
information. For example, a derivation that included a specification
of all of the micro-states associated with P2 and of the various mi-
cro-states under which alternatives to P2 would be realised, would
(modulo the above qualifications about calculational intractability
etc.), provide an explanation of why P2 rather than these alterna-
tives were realised. My point was that just tracing the micro-evolu-
tion of the gas from S1 to S2 does not provide this information.
Nor did I claim that the derivation of S2 from S1 is entirely unex-
planatory. On the ‘what-if-things-had-been-different’ account, this
derivation does explain something: namely why the particular dis-
tribution of molecular positions and momenta S2 rather than some
alternative to it was realised. The problem is that at least in typical
cases, this is not the explanandum that we want explained: to
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repeat, typically, what we are interested in explaining is why P2

rather than some alternative pressure eventuated.3 In other words,
the explanatory limitation of the micro-account does not have to
do with its providing less good explanations than the macro-ac-
count in general, but rather in its failing to explain something
rather specific that we want explained. This is what I meant by say-
ing ‘‘there are important respects in which [the micro-strategy]
would fail to provide the explanation of the macroscopic behaviour
of the gas we are looking for’’.

It does not follow from this argument (and I certainly would re-
ject any general claim to that effect) that reductive or micro-theo-
ries are always less explanatory than macro-theories. Still less
would I want to endorse any general argument for ‘anti-reductiv-
ism’. Statistical mechanics (SM) is a paradigm example of a reduc-
tive, micro-theory and the ‘what-if-things-had-been-different’
conception of explanation shows how SM explains many features
of the behaviour of gases, including behaviour that is not explained
at all by phenomenological thermodynamics. It is worth emphasis-
ing, however (and it is relevant to the example under discussion)
that statistical mechanics does not explain macro-behaviour by
following the micro-strategy described above.

Having said this, let me also add that if I were writing this part
of MTH today, I would express myself somewhat differently. I
think that Sober is entirely correct to criticise, as he has done in
more detail elsewhere (Sober 1999) the sweepingly general argu-
ments for the explanatory superiority of macro-level or non-reduc-
tionist theories that one finds in writers like Fodor (1974) and
Kitcher (1984). Caricaturing only slightly, these arguments contend
that when the properties P and Q related in some macro-level gen-
eralisation ‘If P, then Q’ have (or may have) multiple micro-realis-
ers, the macro-level generalisation will provide better explanations
than the micro-theories that describe the behaviour of the micro-
realisers (because the macro-theory is more unified or more
general) and is to be preferred for that reason. I did not mean to
endorse such arguments in MTH, but I see now that the remarks
that Sober discusses may well have suggested that I was sympa-
thetic to them. In fact, although I lack the space to show this, I
think that my account of explanation provides strong reasons for
rejecting such arguments.
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NOTES

1. In more complex structures, a more complicated characterisation of causal rele-
vance is required. Cf. MTH, Chapter 5.

2. What is sometimes called the New Economic History (or New Institutional
Economics) offers a number of additional illustrations of this point in connec-

tion with the norms and rules governing property rights.
3. To put the point in a slightly different way, the micro-strategy is inappropri-

ately specific. An analogy: a window will shatter if struck by a rock with

momentum greater than 2 kg m/sec. It is at best misleading to (just) cite the
fact that it was struck by a rock with momentum 3.98 kg m/sec to causally ex-
plain its shattering. This tells us nothing about the conditions under which the

shattering would not have occurred.
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